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Heather was furious. “And who are you? How dare you talk to me like that? I…”

Chloe immediately jumped out of her seat. “Aunt! They’re my friends, don’t insult them!”

She then hugged Nicholas’ arm and introduced him to her parents. “Mom, Dad, let me introduce you to my
boyfriend, his name is Nicholas… Beha Hudson.”

Pfft!

Chloe’s parents spat out their tea.

“What’s his middle name again?” Chloe’s father, Adrien Zea stared at Nicholas with eyes wide open.

Chloe’s cheeks flushed red, she knew his name wasn’t exactly the best.

Just as she was about to explain, Chad started laughing.

“You definitely live up to your name! Beha was it? Looks like your family doesn’t have enough bras that they
have to name their son one! Do you really think you deserve to be her boyfriend, you poor loser? I wonder
who gave you the balls to even come up here. Your bra? Heh, you’re such a clown that your name is a joke
too!”

Since Nicholas used to be a gamer, he was used to talking back when playing games.

He immediately gave Chad a taste of his own medicine. “Well, it’s not like your name is any better, Chad.
Who the heck even uses that name anyway? What’s worse is that you’re Chad Hunter, so do you hunt them
down? Is this some kind of kink? Or are you doing something illegal to Chads? So, are we supposed to report
you to the police then?”

Chad became extremely furious.

However, he had a stutter whenever he got mad.

His face turned green. “Ho-How da-da-da-dare… You i-i-i-in-insult… M-m-me?”

Nicholas found something else to talk about. “Oh, so not only do you have a receding hairline, but you stutter
too? I didn’t i-i-i- insult you, I just said you’re a C-C-C-Chad.”

Chad pointed towards Nicholas. “Y-Y-You… bastard! You god d-d-damn bu-bu-bump… kin…”

Nicholas smiled. “Awh, you even called me Dada so many times, I’m flattered.”

Everyone was extremely close to bursting out in laughter, even Scarlett was covering her mouth.

Heather yelled. “Eno ugh! Shut up, you loser! So what if you’re good at arguing? Can you get a wife with that?
Do you even know who Chad is? Let me tell you, he’s the general manager of Sunshine Co.! That company
is about to partner up with a larger company and he’s going to become one of the directors of a large
corporation! His net worth would be hundreds of millions. Do you think he’s someone you can afford to
provoke? Just look at yourself! Apologize to him right now, or you’re done for and your life in Michigan will
be ruined!”

“Sunshine Co,?” Alex and Nicholas looked at each other, smiling slyly.

Alex had seen the acquisition project on Brittany’s table. Moreover, Nicholas knew even more about the deal
with Sunshine Co. He was the one who went for the inspection. The boss was indeed someone with the last
name Hunter, but the general manager was definitely not Chad.

Heather noticed their expressions and thought they were taken aback.

She mocked scornfully. “Hah, are you scared now? You two losers probably don’t even have a job. Oh my,
could you be thugs? Chloe, I have to say, you can’t just find some random guy to be your boyfriend, and
definitely not a thug! Not only would he bring harm to you, he would bring harm to your entire family too!”

Both Chloe’s parents looked at Nicholas and Alex in disdain.

Alex smiled gently. “Uhm, Chloe’s aunt, was it? Do you know which business is acquiring Sunshine Co?”

